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Two-factor authentication (2FA) is a recommended or imposed authentication mechanism for valuable online assets. However,
2FA mechanisms usually exhibit user experience issues that create user friction and even lead to poor acceptance, hampering
the wider spread of 2FA. In this paper, we investigate user perceptions of 2FA through in-depth interviews with 42 participants,
revealing key requirements that are not well met today despite recently emerged 2FA solutions. First, we investigate past
experiences with authentication mechanisms emphasizing problems and aspects that hamper good user experience. Second, we
investigate the diferent authentication factors more closely. Our results reveal particularly interesting preferences regarding
the authentication factor "ownership" in terms of properties, physical realizations, and interaction. These indings suggest a
path towards 2FA mechanisms with considerably better user experience, promising to improve the acceptance and hence, the
proliferation of 2FA for the beneit of security in the digital world.
CCS Concepts: · Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Two-Factor Authentication, Human Factors, Usability, User Experience

1 INTRODUCTION
Two-factor authentication (2FA) is a widely recommended authentication mechanism for the protection of
valuable online assets. In general, there are three groups of authentication factors [25, 42]: The irst group relies
on the knowledge of some information that users have to provide for authentication. Such information can be
a password or a personal identiication number (PIN). The second group of authentication factors is based on
something that is owned by users. This could be a physical token, such as a credit card. Finally, the third group
inherence relies on an intrinsic, unalienable, and characteristic feature that uniquely identiies individual users.
Various biometric features can be used for this purpose, such as ingerprints, gait, voice, or face features.
Each group of authentication factors ś and each factor itself ś alone is not suicient to deliver adequate security
for valuable assets. Authentication mechanisms based on knowledge or ownership could be obtained by a third
party to impersonate users. Password databases of digital services might be leaked or hacked. Furthermore,
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passwords might be obtained through phishing, shoulder suring, or man-in-the-middle attacks [20, 27, 55]. Access
tokens might get stolen. Biometric authentication is susceptible to mimicry attacks [34]. Most ingerprint sensors
only use ingerprint partials that can be mimicked without much efort [47]. Authentication mechanisms based
on inherence are often based on probabilistic algorithms and therefore require a fallback mechanism. 2FA means
that factors from two groups are combined to form an authentication mechanism. The combination mitigates the
weaknesses detailed above. Despite the obvious enhancement of security, current realizations of 2FA typically
exhibit issues from a user’s perspective. Issues start with overall misconceptions regarding the security beneit of
2FA [12, 18, 24, 45, 60]. Users are generally willing to follow a longer authentication process in exchange for more
security [31, 45]. However, if this beneit is not evident, users prefer single-factor authentication [12, 18, 45, 60].
Further issues are rooted in poor usability in the setup process of speciic 2FA tokens [46], poor integration
among diferent operating systems [5, 46, 60] requiring users to own multiple 2FA devices, and poor usability of
the authentication process itself [9, 18, 61].
Even if setup and authentication would ofer good usability, there is one further barrier that might hinder users
in interacting with 2FA mechanisms: user experience. It has been demonstrated that users can efectively interact
with provided 2FA approaches, however, they perceive the duration of 2FA procedures as too long [9, 18, 61].
Hence, it is challenging for users to aford the required time for several authentication procedures within their
daily routines [7]. Another aspect related to user experience is the integration of 2FA into everyday life. Users
criticize the usage of non-personalized single purpose devices [60], and would even switch service providers
due to 2FA mechanisms [35]. In sum, 2FA loses its security beneit if the provided mechanisms do not consider,
security perceptions of users, usability, user experience, and the integration of 2FA in the users’ daily lives and
routines. Furthermore, providers might even lose customers due to the poor user experience of 2FA.
In this paper, we investigate two-factor authentication from the user’s perspective, revealing key requirements
that are not well met today despite recent 2FA solutions. We collect qualitative data about 2FA approaches and
authentication factors through semi-structured interviews from 22 experienced and 20 inexperienced 2FA users.
In particular, we investigated problems related to usage, user experience, and availability. Further, we closely
investigated user preferences regarding authentication factors, general perceptions of 2FA, and considerations
and expectations regarding the second authentication factor.
Our results conirm and extend existing usability and user experience studies of 2FA, showing that users, for
instance, perceive existing procedures as too long and too complicated making it challenging for them to integrate
2FA into their daily routines. Our results further reveal particularly interesting user preferences and expectations
regarding the authentication factor ownership in terms of properties, physical realizations, and interaction. Users
criticized missing customization options of ownership-based approaches. Further, 2FA approaches that either
require network or Internet connections, might lead to account lockouts. Additionally, we show points of failure
of existing 2FA mechanisms and means to address them. In our study, we evaluate general user perceptions that
are not speciic to a concrete 2FA mechanism but to the interaction with 2FA mechanisms in general.
Our indings suggest a path towards 2FA mechanisms with considerably better user experience. Following this
path is promising to lower user friction and improve the acceptance of 2FA ultimately resulting in a proliferation
of 2FA for the beneit of security in the digital world. To pave this way, we contribute a detailed set of user
experience-related properties that users expect about a second authentication factor. From our results, we derive
requirements and recommendations for 2FA mechanisms that can be tailored to the users’ interaction needs and
expectations.
Research Contributions. The main contributions of our work are as follows:
(1) An in-depth study of user perceptions regarding 2FA. We contribute an in-depth study of 2FA with
20 inexperienced and 22 experienced participants. Our study conirms that both perceived usability and
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perceived security are crucial factors for accepting the usage of 2FA schemes. We demonstrate problems
experienced by users that lead to user friction, a rejection of 2FA or even a reduction of authentication
factors.
(2) In-depth investigation of second-factor properties. Prior work has mainly focused on investigating
existing approaches for realizing 2FA. In our work, we also speciically investigate user perceptions of a
second factor independently from a speciic approach for realizing 2FA. Users are willing to spend extra
efort for the sake of security, but the limitations of existing solutions can lead to frustration, lockouts from
accounts, and even provider change. Our results shed light on these limitations and pave a way to lower
user friction ultimately improving the user experience of 2FA.
(3) Recommendations for user experience and customization improvements. We conclude with requirements for the design of the second authentication factor to mitigate a reduction of factors and to
support usability and user experience. Our requirements ofer a high degree of customization and availability of the second factor while maintaining security and providing means to furthermore mitigate
shoulder-suring during mobile usage. These recommendations serve as a path to better user experience of
2FA ultimately resulting in security beneits in the digital world.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides background information about twofactor authentication and existing investigations thereof. This is followed by a description of the methodology
that we applied in our investigation in Section 3. The results of the study are described in Section 4. The following
Section 5 discusses the results from the interview study and provides a basis for the recommendations in Section 6.
Next, Section 6.3 applies the recommendations to state-of-the-art solutions that provide two-factor authentication.
The paper is concluded in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
In this section, we irst provide background information about two-factor authentication. Next, we detail related
work that investigated usability before summarizing publications that investigated the introduction of 2FA in
institutions.

2.1

Two-Factor Authentication

Since service providers store the passwords in a database, this database might be attacked and leaked. Passwords
might also be stolen from users by observing password entry or phishing attacks. To mitigate such attacks, a
second authentication factor has been proposed: Two-factor authentication (2FA). A common example of 2FA is
used in the scope of payments in supermarkets: a PIN (knowledge) is combined with a credit-card (ownership).
2FA schemes have also been developed for Internet-based transactions. Those schemes can rely on a physical
token that generates one-time passwords (e.g., DUO Security Token [50], or Fido U2F [11]). They can furthermore
rely on text messages, e-mail notiications, or apps on mobile devices. Previous work has explored a variety of
these schemes.
Before the interview study, we collected a set of 2FA approaches that are commonly used for online banking.
We used the resulting list of approaches as a basis for discussion during the interviews.
To ind 2FA approaches for our investigation, we used an oicial list of banks in Europe1 . Based on this list,
we searched the respective bank’s website for 2FA approaches that are provided by the bank for authentication
and the authorization of transactions. The search resulted in a total of 14 diferent approaches for 2FA provided
by banks. We proceeded by clustering similar approaches into categories. Hereby, we focused on the speciic
tasks that the users have to perform to successfully authenticate. This resulted in the categories of 1) push, 2)
1 Using

2FA for authentication and transaction for online banking is mandatory in the European Union since 2019 [10].
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Depictions of the 2FA approaches as user interfaces. (a) Transaction confirmation with Push Approach (let) and OTP
Approach (right), and (b) Display of the QR-code on the banking website.

one-time password (OTP2 ) entry, and 3) scan. In each category, the user commences by opening the banking
website on their personal computer. Then, they enter their login data consisting of their account number and a
password or PIN. From here, the interaction difers in each approach.
2.1.1 Push. Using the push approach, the user has to switch to an Internet-enabled second device, mostly a
mobile device (e.g. a smartphone). The user unlocks an app on the device with a PIN or password. Then, the
app displays information about the login that the users want to perform on the personal computer, including a
timestamp. Below this information, the user inds a button for authorizing the login. After pushing the button, the
user can access their account on the personal computer. Consequently, the interaction required from the user is
pressing a button on a second Internet-enabled device. Fig. 1a depicts a possible interface for the push approach
on the left.
2.1.2 OTP Entry. In the OTP entry approach, the user receives a one-time password (OTP) over a second channel.
The second channel could be given by another device, such as a smartphone. The OTP could, for instance, by
received via text message or by an app. After receiving the OTP, the user manually enters the OTP into the
banking website. The second channel can be via text message, an OTP generator, or a mobile app. Using an OTP
approach, the interaction required from the user is entering an OTP that was required from a second channel.
Fig. 1a depicts a possible interface for the OTP approach on the right.
2.1.3 Scan. The scan approach is also based on an OTP. The banking website displays an optical code, such as a
barcode, a licker-code, or a QR-code to the user (see Fig. 1b). The user scans this code with a second device that
has scanning capabilities, such as a smartphone. Based on the data from the code, the second device computes
an OTP. The user enters this OTP into the banking website. Using the scan approach, the required interactions
from the user are scanning the QR-code with a second device and entering the generated OTP into the banking
website.
2 Whenever

we mention OTP throughout this paper, this refers to one-time passwords and not to one-time pads.
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To authorize a transaction, the user irst has to be authenticated. Then, the user enters transaction data, such as
the account number of the recipient. Finally, the user interacts with the speciic 2FA approach as detailed above.
2.1.4 Further 2FA Approaches. Besides the 2FA approaches detailed above there are several approaches for
realizing 2FA that have been used in Germany in the past or are used in other countries. The remainder of
this section explains further 2FA approaches for online banking since those were mentioned by the interview
participants from the investigation reported in Section 4.
OTP Lists are lists with numbered one-time passwords. Those lists are typically printed on paper and distributed via postal mail. The bank provides the number of the required one-time password to the users, and they
respond with it. Using OTP lists, the second factor is the ownership of the one-time password.
Security cards are similar to OTP lists. Security cards have tables with numbered columns and rows. The
one-time password is built by the user by combining the contents of speciic cells to a password. The bank
requests the content of speciic cells from the users.
Other options to distribute one-time passwords are text messages received on a mobile phone, e-mail
notiications, or apps on mobile devices as detailed above [31]. In these examples, the second factor is the
ownership of the e-mail address, a phone number, or a speciic mobile device.
Another common approach is to use a dedicated card reader as an OTP generator - denoted as chipTAN3 . In
particular, the device scans a licker code from the computer screen and then calculates a one-time password
based on the scanned information and the debit card. Before revealing the one-time password, the device displays
information related to the transaction, such as the transferred amount and the recipient’s account number. If the
lickering code cannot be scanned, the user can enter the information manually.

2.2

Usability of Authentication

Human factors have been extensively investigated in the scope of several authentication approaches. Since
passwords form the predominant method for authentication [53], they have been investigated thoroughly by
a plethora of works (e.g., [29, 54, 57]). Users often follow poor password hygiene. They use passwords that
are simple to guess or reuse identical passwords among multiple accounts [54, 57, 59]. Furthermore, users also
struggle to remember their passwords locking them out of their accounts [29]. Still, due to the easy deployment of
passwords, they are unlikely to vanish soon [5, 66]. A usable coniguration for enabling 2FA that is technologically
robust, however, has not been realized yet [5, 65].
In general, research that investigated the usability of two-factor authentication mechanisms produced mixed
results. On the one hand, investigations showed that although 2FA mechanisms were perceived as more secure
than single-factor authentication, users preferred single-factor authentication based on usability [45] and the time
needed for authentication [26]. On the other hand, some studies demonstrate the usability of 2FA mechanisms [16,
18, 36]. For instance, De Cristofaro et al. investigated one-time passwords via text messages, OTP generators, and
smartphone apps in an online study [18]. The participants in this study perceived the presented 2FA mechanisms
as highly usable. Their results furthermore indicate that besides usability, trustworthiness, and the required
cognitive efort are key aspects for deining the adoption of 2FA mechanisms [18]. These results are related
to speciic 2FA mechanisms and to characteristics of individual users, such as age or background [18]. Further
studies showed that participants are willing to adopt 2FA for sensitive online accounts for security reasons [45].
Pratama et al. uncovered a relation between the banking account balance and the willingness to use 2FA [44].
Participants with higher amounts of money in their savings were more likely to employ 2FA.
The usage of 2FA mechanisms can be divided into two phases: 1) setup and 2) day-to-day usage. Reynolds et al.
conducted two studies that investigated the YubiKey token [46]. They found that setup and day-to-day usage
3 TAN

refers to Transaction Authorization Number.
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exhibit diferences in the scope of usability. In particular, the setup process was perceived as less usable. Similar
indings were reported by Ciolino et al. who also demonstrated that users perceive the setup of tokens to be less
usable than setting up text messages [7]. Reese et al. investigated the setup procedure of ive approaches for 2FA:
1) text messages, 2) time-based one-time passwords, 3) pre-generated one-time passwords, 4) push notiications,
and 5) YubiKey tokens [45]. Some participants reported diiculties setting up YubiKey tokens and time-based
one-time passwords. Text-messages, pre-generated one-time passwords, and push notiications were perceived as
easy to set up. A similar study was conducted by Acemyan et al. [2]. They investigated: 1) one-time passwords
based on text messages, 2) the Google Authenticator App, 3) YubiKey tokens, and 4) push notiications. Acemyan
et al. show that the investigated 2FA mechanisms are diicult to use, and the complicated setup discourages users
from continuing the usage of 2FA after the setup. These results difer from Reese et al. although both studies are
similar. A possible explanation for that might be that Reese et al. conducted two studies for each usage phase
with diferent participants while Acemyan et al. conducted one.
Diiculties during the 2FA setup have also been shown for the YubiKey token by Das et al. [12]. Ghorbani et al.
investigated user perceptions of YubiKey tokens as a possibility for password-less single-factor authentication [23].
While the usability was rated high, participants feared losing the token. Das et al. investigated the YubiKey
token as part of 2FA [16]. After a irst study that uncovered usability issues of the YubiKey, they investigated
a reined version. While the reined version ofered improved usability, the study reveals that users still are
hesitant adopting 2FA based on passwords and the YubiKey. Reasons for that are based on a concern of losing the
hardware token and thus similar to the results from Ghorbani et al. [23].
Krol et al. investigated 2FA in the scope of online banking [35]. In particular, they investigated 1) card readers,
2) one-time password generators, 3) text messages, 4) phone calls, and 5) smartphone apps throughout a usage
period of 11-days. The participants were interviewed in the beginning and at the end and were asked to write a
diary about their online transactions. One-time password generators were perceived as a substantial extra efort
since they are new additional devices that have to be carried and possess usability issues. This conirms a previous
study by Weidmann et al. [60]. Weir et al. investigated three diferent types of physical tokens [61]. Participants
in their study favored devices for 2FA based on their usability rather than security properties. Another study by
Weir et al. [62] showed that familiarity with 2FA has a high impact on the users’ willingness to use it. This might
be a possible explanation for the mixed results for existing usability studies.
2FA often requires two diferent devices to operate together. Methods for device pairing have been investigated
and found that a system’s operability can impact the security perception of its users [30]. An investigation of
older adults shows that adoption issues of tokens are rooted in compatibility issues [13].
Karapanos et al. propose a scheme that authenticates the user based on recording sound in the user’s environment and on a user-worn device [32]. Based on the sound, the authentication mechanism can judge whether a
user is close to the device they intend to authenticate at. Karapanos et al.’s mechanism was perceived as more
usable than Google’s authentication app.

2.3

Two-Factor Authentication in Real-World Interactions

The introduction of 2FA has been investigated in several contexts and institutions, meaning that researchers
investigated the transition from single-factor to two-factor authentication. Users prefer or choose devices that
they already own over new additional physical tokens [60]. Colnago et al. investigated the introduction of the Duo
2FA token at Carnegie Mellon University [9]. Authenticating with a 2FA mechanism also took longer compared
to single-factor authentication [9]. However, if users have positive experiences with 2FA, they might even use
it for accounts that do not require it [9, 19]. Users even reported that using Duo 2FA was easier than expected.
Abbott and Patil conducted a series of online surveys on a university with mandatory 2FA usage [1]. In general,
the acceptance of 2FA was not impacted by the obligation to use it, however, the frequency of usage impacted
ACM Trans. Comput.-Hum. Interact.
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acceptance. Golla et al. investigated diferent messages to aim to nudge Facebook users to switch to 2FA [24].
Their results show that messages targeting the users’ sense of individual responsibility, personalized messages
that include user information, and messages that assist users in adjusting their mental model of 2FA are promising
to boost adoption.

2.4

Summary

Each of the presented works investigated speciic approaches for providing two-factor authentication in diferent
domains. We build upon these previous works, focusing on ways of improving usability of second authentication
factors. We did not tie these properties to a speciic existing 2FA approach since speciic existing solutions have
been widely investigated, instead we collected generic properties that could be used to inform the design of a
range of diferent 2FA approaches. Despite recently emerged solutions for 2FA and their investigation of usability,
user experience and adoption, the users’ perspective is not well relected on state-of-the-art mechanisms. With
our work, we highlight the current frustration of users with 2FA solutions that might lead them to insecure
behavior or even provider change. With our indings, we create a path to better user experience of future 2FA
solutions ultimately delivering the security beneit given by 2FA to the digital world.

3 METHODOLOGY
To investigate the participants’ experiences with 2FA mechanisms in online banking we conducted an interview
study with 42 participants. We opted for semi-structured interviews because they ofer a degree of standardization
while allowing lexibility to gain a deeper understanding at the same time. For the full interview guide, we refer
the reader to Appendix A.1.

3.1

Pilot Interviews

Before determining the inal set of interview questions, we conducted two pilot interviews. After that, we adapted
the wording of questions to improve clarity. The results from the pilot interviews are not included in this paper.

Fig. 2. Procedure of the semi-structured interviews.

3.2

Interview Procedure

Our interviews were divided into three major parts: a) online banking authentication, b) two-factor authentication,
and c) considerations and preferences about the second authentication factor. The irst part was particular to nudge
the participants to start talking about their experiences. With the progression of the interviews, the introduced
topics became less speciic and were not connected to online banking any longer. The speciic procedure of the
semi-structured interviews was as follows (see also Fig. 2):
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3.2.1 Welcome. We welcomed the participants to our lab and commenced by detailing the study’s procedure,
the consent form, and the data protection policy. The participants were asked to read and sign the consent form.
We also explained that the interview will be recorded and that the audio ile will be transcribed before analysis.
3.2.2 Familiarization. Next, we presented mock-ups of the 2FA mechanisms to the participants, such that they
can familiarize themselves with them. The mock-ups were viewed by the participants through screen-sharing
of a presentation including screenshots. If the participants had any questions regarding the procedure how the
respective 2FA approach worked, the examiner answered them. Questions on why the approach worked were
post-phoned to after the interview.
3.2.3 Experiences I: Authentication Approaches. We started the interview by asking the participants which
authentication approaches they have used for their online banking. Based on their reported experiences, we
asked for their opinion about each approach, whether anything went wrong during usage, and about aspects that
the participants particularly (dis)liked. If the participants used an approach in the past, we asked why they had
stopped using it.
3.2.4 Preference for Authentication Approaches. Based on their experiences, we asked the participants about
their favorite approach for authentication in the scope of online banking. The participants were asked to explain
their answers.
3.2.5 Experiences II: 2FA Approaches. Until then, we did not mention 2FA approaches speciically. Thus, the
participants could also mention other authentication approaches based on single factors. At this point in the
interview, we intentionally explained that 2FA is mandatory in some countries in the scope of online banking to
focus the interview on 2FA. We established an understanding of the term with the participant based on examples.
Based on that, we speciically asked for experiences with 2FA, which included experiences in domains diferent
from online banking. Analogously to the experience with authentication approaches, we asked whether anything
went wrong during usage, about aspects the participant particularly (dis)liked, and why the participants had
stopped using it.
3.2.6 Second Authentication Factor: Expectations and Properties. In this part of the interview, we focused on the
representation and location of the second authentication factor. We asked the participants which properties they
would expect from a second authentication factor. Then, we asked where they would expect or prefer the second
authentication factor to be. We did not restrict the participants to anything based on realization options, instead,
we encouraged them to express their preferences freely.
3.2.7 Closing. The participants were asked to provide demographics and to ill out the ATI scale questionnaire,
which assesses the participants’ ainity for technology [22]. They could give inal comments and ask questions
about the study. Finally, the examiner reimbursed the participants.

3.3

Recruitment and Participants

We recruited 42 participants via mailing-lists, social networks, lyers, posters, word-of-mouth, and snowball
sampling. Each participant received an online shopping voucher roughly equivalent to 10 USD as compensation.
Participation was restricted to users of online banking. Half of the participants were from European countries
(Germany, France, and the UK), the other half were from Asian countries (China, Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea).
In 2019, banks in the European Union were required to use 2FA for login procedures and the authorization of
transactions. Hence, the participants had diferent experiences with online banking including a time-frame during
which 2FA was not required by law in the European Union. The term "authentication" was not mentioned in the
invitation to the study.
ACM Trans. Comput.-Hum. Interact.
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Our participants were on average 27.29 years old (SD = 4.08, Median = 27, Min = 19, Max = 36). About half
of the participants identiied as female (N = 18), 23 identiied as male, and one participant preferred not to say.
The ATI scale ranges from 1 to 6, where 6 indicates the highest ainity for technology. Our sample demonstrated
an average of 3.82 (SD = 0.72, Min = 2.44, Max = 5.33).

3.4

Data Analysis

Before the analysis, all interviews were transcribed into written form. Then, we analyzed the transcripts in two
sessions applying thematic analysis [6]. The analysis consisted of open and axial coding with two coders. First,
the coders familiarized with the data and chose four representative interviews to develop the code book. Next,
they followed an open coding process on these four interviews. Then, the researchers compared their coding
results in a review meeting to establish a code book. Disagreements regarding code allocations were resolved by
discussion and agreeing on a inal code for the respective statements. For the codebook, the reader is referred
to Table 5 in Appendix B. Next, each coder applied the coding tree to half of the interview transcripts. In order
to ensure consistency between the two coders that coded the two diferent subsets, a random subset of four
interviews was coded by both coders to determine the inter-rater reliability as recommended by McDonald et
al. [40]. To determine the inter-rater reliability, we calculated Cohen’s κ which was 0.876 referring to "almost
perfect agreement" [8]. In case the coding of a statement was unclear to a coder, the statement was marked for
discussion in a review meeting. In order to ensure coding quality and objectiveness, one coder reviewed all coded
transcripts and marked ambiguities for discussion. To make sure not to overlook indings, the coders agreed
to mark statements for discussion in case they considered it to be an aspect that was not yet considered in the
code book. In a inal meeting, potential ambiguities were resolved and new codes were discussed. All new codes
created during this phase were related to 2FA approaches that the participants mentioned using4 .

3.5

Limitations

This section relects the limitations of the interview study. As a irst limitation, one could argue that our sample
was rather young. Thus, the indings of the study might not be representative. A second limitation based on
the composition of our sample is that it primarily consisted of participants with a medium to high ainity
for technology. Consequently, we cannot make conclusions about users with low ainity for technology. A
third limitation based on the composition of our sample is based on our recruitment strategy. We intentionally
targeted end-users that are users of online banking. However, end-users might not be familiar with threat models
and security attacks and might therefore underestimate them. Further, some participants based their security
perception on the diiculty of using the presented 2FA mechanisms. Another limitation might be given by the
connection to online banking that we made to provide a tangible scenario to the participants. To mitigate this,
we also interviewed the participants about their experiences in domains other than online banking. However,
most reported experiences were directly related to inancial transactions. Based on the qualitative investigation
method, quantitative conclusions based on the number of mentions cannot be made. This furthermore means
that frequencies of mentions in our exploratory study cannot be considered to be representative of the overall
population of 2FA users. Although, we grouped the participants into experienced and inexperienced users,
comparisons between those groups based on frequencies of mentions cannot be made due to the qualitative
nature of our study. We provide such frequencies in the result section to give the readers an impression on how
often speciic aspects were mentioned.

4 In

particular the codes other_gaming and other_devices were introduced. The "other" refers that participants used 2FA for another purpose
than banking.
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Ethical Considerations

In each study, we followed the guidelines of the ethics committees at the authors’ institutions. Therefore,
we limited the collection of personal data to a minimum to preserve the privacy of the participants. Before
the interview, each participant signed a consent form. The consent form had a paragraph about the study’s
data protection policy. Our study complied with strict national privacy regulations and the EU’s General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR). The consent form was stored separately from all other data such that collected
data cannot be linked to participants’ identities. In the data set, each participant received a randomly assigned
identiier. The consent form furthermore informed the participants that participation is voluntary and that they
can abort any time without fearing negative consequences.
Before the analysis, all audio iles from the interviews were transcribed into written form. Statements from the
participants that contained personal information were replaced by neutral placeholders5 . All audio iles were
deleted after transcription.
Our institution is located in a country without a requirement for following a formal process involving an
institutional review board for the kind of user study we conducted. We used a video calling service that we hosted
on a server at our institution. All interviews were conducted over this service. All documents that required a
signature from the participant were submitted to the examiner digitally. The interview period was from December
2019 until March 2020.

4 RESULTS
This section reports the results from the coding analysis. Section 4.1 describes the participants’ experiences with
using 2FA. Results about preferences can be found in Section 4.2. Next, Section 4.3 provides speciic problems when
using 2FA. The following three sections (4.4, 4.5, and 4.6) detail the results regarding the second authentication
factor. Finally, Section 4.7 lists further indings. We provide sample comments from the participants and also
report the authentication mechanism that the comment refers to, if possible. For this, we use the terminology
introduced in Section 2.
When presenting our results, we include frequencies of mentions to give the reader an impression of how
often the respective topic came up during the interviews. Due to the qualitative and exploratory nature of our
study, however, these frequencies should not be considered representative of the general population of 2FA users.

4.1

Experiences with 2FA

At the beginning of the analysis, the participants were clustered into experienced and inexperienced users based
on the following criteria: reported frequency of usage, knowledge of existing methods, and current usage.
Twenty-two participants reported using 2FA at least once every other week. Furthermore, they have been
using it for longer than two years. Of the remaining 20 participants, nine only used 2FA for one-time veriication
purposes, such as opening new accounts, eleven reported having used 2FA in the past or infrequently (less than
one transaction per month).
As a result, the sample consists of 22 experienced users who use 2FA mechanisms on a frequent and regular
basis and 20 less experienced users, labeled as inexperienced users, who use 2FA mechanisms rarely or in the
past. In the remainder of this section, the experienced participants are abbreviated with ex and the inexperienced
ones with iex.
Furthermore, we asked the participants which speciic approaches they (have) used in the scopes of 1) online
banking and 2) further domains.
5 For

instance, the statement "my friend George from London uses 2FA." would have been anonymized to žmy friend [name] from [city name]
uses 2FA".
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4.1.1 2FA in Banking. When we asked the participants which speciic approaches for realizing 2FA they used
for online banking, they could give multiple answers. Of the experienced participants, nine reported using a
chipTAN device, which is used in combination with the debit card. In particular, the device can scan a licker
code from the computer screen and then calculates a one-time password based on the scanned information and
the debit card. Before revealing the one-time password, the device displays information related to the transaction.
Twelve participants stated to have used a scan approach based on a mobile app (ex=9, iex=3), seven (ex=5, iex=2)
reported to use the push approach, and 17 used one-time passwords based on text messages (ex=7, iex=10). Four
participants (ex=0, iex=4) used security cards. Finally, ive participants reported having used one-time passwords
that they receive by e-mails (ex=0, iex=5).
4.1.2 2FA in Other Domains. We furthermore asked them whether they use 2FA approaches in other domains.
Seventeen participants (ex=11, iex=6) reported to use 2FA for other inancial transactions, such as PayPal. Six
stated to use 2FA for their gaming account (ex=4, iex=2). One experienced participant used it for their health
insurance. Another experienced participant even used it for unlocking their laptop.

4.2

Preferences of Authentication Approaches

When we asked the participants about their preferences regarding authentication mechanisms, we could cluster
the participants’ answers into two groups based on their experience with using 2FA mechanisms. Those who
used 2FA, in general, favored a 2FA approach and considered a trade-of between security and usability. This
consideration lets them sacriice usability and convenience for the sake of security. Inexperienced users, in
general, preferred not to use a 2FA approach since they perceived it to be too cumbersome or too time-consuming.
4.2.1 Presented Approaches. We then asked the participants about the presented app-based approaches. The
inexperienced participants tended to prefer the push approach since this was easiest to use, and the changes
between devices were lowest:
žThe style of authentication that you conirm just by clicking, you don’t have to type. Other ones were
too complex." (P14, iex, push)
žIt was just clicking a button. It doesn’t need any other actions like scanning a QR-code. It’s simple. [...]
some people might feel insecure. For me, it’s okay because it’s easier."
(P15, iex, push)
The experienced participants, however, preferred the OTP approach. When asked to explain their answer, they
stated additional security:
žThe OTP, because I think it’s a good middle course. When you use the QR-code, you need the camera.
That’s less secure because someone could spy on that and forward it to a third party." (P11, ex, OTP
entry)
Some participants in both groups favored the scan approach for diferent reasons based on security and usability.
P21 stated the following about a chipTAN device that combines a debit card with the scan approach:
žThe security that a transaction is only possible if you have my card and not just a PIN, which can
be hacked or copied somehow. I like the fact that I know for sure that I don’t have to enter anything
manually. So everything is done automatically, recorded via the code, which I also like. Yes, and of course,
it is also fast in itself." (P21, ex, scan)
žI kind of like that scanning code makes sure that you are physically next to the computer. You probably
know better than I do, but for me, it’s not too much back and forth, and it feels more secure." (P4, iex,
scan)
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Experienced participants, in general, did not hesitate to sacriice usability for security, while inexperienced
participants did. That indicates that besides usability and security perceptions, personal experiences form an
important impact factor for the acceptance and willingness to use 2FA mechanisms.
4.2.2 General Preferences. In the interview part "experiences I", we asked the participants about any 2FA
mechanism, participants tended to substitute passwords as the irst factor by biometric factors, such as ingerprint
or face recognition, since those cannot be forgotten:
žI like facial recognition as one condition [factor]." (P19, iex, face-ID)
žI love the ingerprint and the face thing. I use that a lot for every online banking transaction." (P20, iex,
ingerprint)
One participant voiced a generally negative attitude about 2FA even if it contributes to security:
žHonestly, I hate double authentication. It takes too much [...] I’m not a huge fan of it, it’s very inconvenient
for me." (P20, iex, text messages, security card, e-mail)

4.3

Experienced Problems

When we asked the participants about problems that they experienced with (two-factor) authentication mechanisms, they stated a range of problems that are common for PINs and passwords. Most participants stated to
have forgotten their PIN or password or mistyped it. As a consequence, accessing the accounts was not possible.
Furthermore, one-time passwords were copied incorrectly.
Several experienced participants did not report problems beyond PIN and password memorability. Participants
that used one-time passwords distributed by SMSes reported problems receiving the SMS in time due to a poor or
foreign cell phone network:
žI can remember one case where I was abroad. Somehow the SMS did not arrive in the foreign network,
and I had problems to authenticate myself." (P7, ex, text messages)
Several participants in the experienced group reported the usage of one-time password generators ( chipTAN).
Frequent problems with such generators were broken generators or empty batteries:
žI had it a few times that the battery of the device ran out and then I could not make any more transfers.
Who has such button batteries at home?" (P7, ex, chipTAN)
žThe calculator ran out of battery at some point, and I couldn’t just change the batteries, it was kind of
complicated and then it broke, and the bank wouldn’t send a new device. It was a bit of a struggle with
the technology." (P3, ex, chipTAN)
That also happened to users of smartphone apps:
žSometimes I have to pay something, and I don’t have my phone charger with me. Then, I cannot do it
because it relies on another thing to be working." (P20, iex, app)
Participants using the scan approach mentioned to have had problems with scanning the codes on several
screen types:
žNah, it’s just annoying to hold it up to the screen until it detects these codes exactly and it stops all the
time in between." (P12, ex, scan)
One participant reported a loss of a security card that is needed for authentication:
žYeah. However, I think the [security] card was horrible. The card was gone, and I couldn’t log in and
any more." (P19, iex, security card)
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Table 1. Overview of the second authentication factor properties captured in our interview study.
Property

Explanation

Usability

second factor should have excellent usability

Mobility

usage of second factor should be location-independent

Connectivity

no network connection required for second factor

Energy Sources

second factor should not rely on energy sources or be chargeable with standard chargers

Security

second factor should ofer secure interaction

Finally, participants reported problems with the setup of 2FA. While the setup worked in general, the participants
perceived the duration and number of required steps are overly long. One participant reported to have stopped
using 2FA right away due to usability reasons:
žI actually didn’t like trying it. It was a bit too much for me. I only can use a password." (P18, iex, security
card)

4.4

Second Factor Considerations: Properties

When we interviewed the participants about their expectations towards a second factor, they mentioned a range
of similar properties. These properties were mostly independent of the participants’ experiences with 2FA. Table
1 provides a summary of these results.
4.4.1 Usability. Almost all participants stated that usability is a key factor for them when using the second
authentication factor. The factor should be easy to use and not be restricted to a speciic location:
žIt should be easy to understand, described in a way that I know what to do." (P6, ex)
žIt should be convenient, easy to use. I want to have fun using it." (P3, ex)
This conirms results from previous studies of speciic 2FA approaches showing that usability is a key factor in
the scope of 2FA [1, 12, 18, 19, 23].
4.4.2 Mobility. The majority of participants wished the second factor to be mobile such that it can be used
on-demand in any location.
Some participants mentioned that the second factor should be available as an app on their mobile devices. The
main reason for that was that the participants already own these and devices, and it is not necessary to introduce
any new item:
žI would deinitely want to continue using the smartphone. Because one has that anyway. So I think it’s
incredibly annoying when you need 5000 devices and then you forget one, when you go on vacation [...]
and don’t have it with you, then you’re immediately stuck. So, the smartphone is with you anyway, so I
think that’s a very good second factor."
(P14, ex)
žI carry my cellphone with me anyway. It is in my pocket already." (P9, iex)
However, participants were also aware of the limitations of mobile devices as a second authentication factor.
Depending on the security model, the mobile device should not be the second factor if it is also used for banking.
Several participants reported that their bank allows this, however, does not recommend it:
žYou always have to have two devices if you want to do something. What I’ll say now is contradictory to
the irst thing I said about security, but it’s annoying. So it would be cooler if you had something that
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you always have with you. Well, a smartphone is something you always have with you normally. But a
watch or something else. I’ll put it this way. It’s just annoying if you have two devices in your hand or
you have to have two devices to do something, but at the same time, it’s more secure, and then you feel
good again." (P19, ex)
Another limitation of the smartphone was that the device is a central point of failure:
žNow, everything depends on your cellphone. If you lose your cellphone, you lose so many things. So, I
want this function to get away from the cellphone." (P17, iex)
Even if the second factor is not an app on a mobile device, it should still be mobile. Sample comments given by
the participants are:
žFor me, it’s a trade-of. It should not be on the smartphone because I think it’s too dangerous, but it also
shouldn’t be anything bulky that I don’t want to carry. I don’t want to be restricted to my home, you
know." (P4, iex)
On the other hand, one participant stated that the second factor is not required to be mobile since they would
prefer to keep it at home in a safe place:
žI prefer something I can keep in my desk at home. If I need to pay something right away, I can also use
a payment provider like [name of payment provider]." (P2, iex)
4.4.3 Connectivity. The next group of considerations is connected to the connectivity of the second factor
meaning whether it is possible for it to access the Internet or other networks. Two major themes emerged in
this scope. First, participants expressed that the second factor should not be connected to the Internet or other
networks for either security or availability reasons. They imagined the second factor to be a stand-alone device
that can be used without network connections. For instance, the participants stated:
žFor me, it should be uncoupled from any network. A connection to the phone number is okay in general,
but it is relatively easy to get the phone number of someone." (P4, iex)
žIt should not be dependent on the cell phone network [...] it already happened that I needed a veriication
code over SMS and that is rather obstructive if you are somewhere where with no reception." (P1, ex)
4.4.4 Energy Sources. This group of considerations is connected to energy sources of devices, such as batteries.
Several participants wished the second factor to be independent of any energy source. This was related to negative
experiences with one-time password generators that ran out of battery and needed special batteries. If the second
factor needed an energy source, participants stated that they wish to use chargers identical to those of their
mobile devices. However, participants favored a second factor that is independent of such energy sources. When
asked for examples, participants mentioned NFC and RFID chips:
žIt should be fast somehow and secure [...] those cards that can be read by the smartphone and can be
used any time. " (P21, ex, NFC, RFID)
Further statements about energy sources can be found above in the subsection about reported problems. One
participant would even use a chip that is implanted under their skin:
žThere are great technical things like RFC rings and so on, the ones you hold on RFC readers that can
read information from the ring you wear, automatically or something. Or biohacking, you can put a chip
under your skin, and then it works. I would ind it cool in that direction, but I don’t think that the world,
mankind is ready for it, [laughs]. So in that direction, I say it would be one thing I personally would use,
but not many people can do that." (P19, ex)
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Table 2. Design considerations for the physical representation of the 2FA device captured in our study.
Representation Property

Explanation

No Extra Device

second factor should not be a dedicated extra device

Everyday Objects

second factor should be integrable into everyday objects

Customization

second factor should be customizable matching the user’s preferences

4.4.5 Security. Many participants also stated a need for security, as an essential property of the second authentication factor:
žI don’t know I would go for something that’s very diicult to fake." (P14, iex)
Security, user friendliness, hmmm which property would I like? Good functionality.
(P15, ex)
Additionally to my password, I conigured that I can use my ingerprint and scan face such that such
that I have three possibilities to combine. For me, that feels more secure. (P20, ex)
Further statements about security have already been mentioned in several other subsections within this results
section.

4.5

Second Factor Considerations: Interaction

Although we did not speciically ask the participants about interactions with the physical representation of the
second authentication factor, several participants named properties that speciically target it.
4.5.1 In-Pocket Interaction. Some participants stated that they would like to interact with the second-factor
device while it is in their pockets. In doing so, the interaction is less obvious for an observer:
žThat’s the thing. It’s you use it everywhere someone you see it like in a train someone could watch you
do it. I want something that I can use in my pocket." (P22, ex)
žA silent gestures or so would be good. [after being asked for clariication] Something I can do, but I don’t
have to look at the screen. Like the ingerprint, that one I can do in my pocket, but more sophisticated."
(P6, iex)
4.5.2 Further Interactions. One participant stated the wish to solve a challenge based on a physical puzzle as
part of the second factor:
žSolving a puzzle." (P17, ex)

4.6

Second Factor Considerations: Physical Representation

In the inal part of the interview, we asked participants about possible physical representations of the second
factor that they would like to have (see Table 2 for an overview). We did not limit this based on any constraints
such that the participants can freely express their opinions.
4.6.1 No New Extra Device. Participants frequently mentioned that the second factor should not be a new
dedicated extra device speciic for each provider. This is connected to the statements from participants that
wished to use one of their mobile devices since they already own them. When asked to explain their answers,
participants mentioned being afraid to lose the device and stated fear of requiring too many extra devices:
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žI wouldn’t like another device because right now I have to take care of the [one-time password generator]
token. And if it gets lost, it’s very diicult to get another one."
(P16, iex, OTP entry)
Two participants also mentioned the cost of such 2FA-devices:
žI would say it is important that it is always available, or often. If the availability is not given, it should
be replaced as fast as possible and as low cost as possible." (P7, ex)
žOne generator costs a lot between 20 and 25$ I guess." (P8, ex)
Biometrics were frequently mentioned as an option to be independent of an additional device or password.
However, a sensor is required to capture the biometric data:
"A bio feature I would say. A face scan, ingerprint, or retina. But I’m not sure if that is secure, but it’s
convenient.ž (P15, iex)
"A way to ensure that you are the person that that is that is manipulating cell phone, so maybe your face
recognition or inger recognition system.ž (P16, iex)
4.6.2 Everyday Objects. Several participants stated that they would like to integrate and hide the second factor
in an everyday object. In doing so, the physical representation is not obviously connected to authentication for
an observer:
žYes, but relatively small and compact so that you can always have it with you. If it is a diferent device
than the smartphone, then something very lat which you can hold perhaps even on the smartphone,
which does not belong, however, to the smartphone. I do not know, such a bizarre idea would be a phone
case." (P11, ex)
Since wallets are located in which bank cards and similar objects are stored already, participants wished for an
object that could be stored in the wallet:
žI think there are sometimes cards like that. I think those are actually quite appealing because they’re
easy to transport and put away. So, something in card form, which perhaps even resembles a bank card."
(17, ex)
Another group of participants mentioned the wish to integrate the second factor into an accessory, such as key
rings, rings, chains, or bracelets:
žI would like a ring. Maybe that’s too small. I don’t know. Or a chain or a bracelet, something pretty that
I can wear." (P7, iex)
žSome kind of accessory or so." (P9, iex)
Wearers of glasses mentioned that if possible, they would like to integrate an authentication device into their
glasses because it is impossible for them to forget:
žI kinda like to put it in my glasses somehow. That would be really cool." (P1, iex)
žThere are four things I always have with me. Keys, wallet, smartphone, and my glasses. Keys and wallet
are already targets for thieves and the smartphone also. My glasses would remain. I think there already
are kind of smart glasses. I would use that." (P22, ex)
4.6.3 Customization. Furthermore, the participants mentioned missing customization options of existing approaches. If they have to use (new) devices ofered from the provider, they are limited in terms of shapes and
colors:
žMy bank ofers custom colors for the bank card that is very nice and should also be for the authentication
thing." (P2, iex)
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žMy Yubikey works well, no problems with that but it’s kinda ugly." (P21, ex, Yubikey)

4.7

Further Security-Related Findings

Besides the indings connected to our research questions, we found additional common topics mentioned in the
interviews that were related to security.
4.7.1 Security Perceptions. Although we did not speciically ask about security, several participants mentioned
security-related aspects. When we asked the participants about their preferences, those who favored the scan
approach considered this approach to be the most secure because the number of steps that users have to perform
would be related to security. Furthermore, they expressed that scanning the QR-code ensures that users are
physically next to the device used for banking. On the other hand, the push approach was considered the least
secure. For instance, P11 stated:
žBecause with the other [approaches] you read something on one device and then you have to enter it on
the other one. Here, it is only like this that you press a button, and then the data is sent back. Simply like
that, and you don’t have to enter manually at the PC again. That is simply more back and forth with the
others." (P11, ex, push, scan)
Furthermore, the information that 2FA approaches displayed to the users seemed to impact their security
perceptions positively. One participant commented on the location of the authentication attempt:
žThis mechanism also tells you that you are at [name of location]. So it tells you so, for example, at the
time of the transaction that you are, I don’t know in [name of other location]. So you know, it’s not you."
(P14, ex, app)
4.7.2 Behavior that Impacts Security. When we asked participants about their usage of 2FA mechanisms, several
of them stated to use a 2FA app in combination with a banking app. Five of them did this, although their bank
particularly advised against it. Three participants tried to do that, but their banks’ app had an integrated check
whether both apps are installed.
Some participants reported the need for a security card from their bank. The security card has a credit card
size and shows a table with diferent characters and numbers. When performing a login, the banking website
asks for two symbols of speciic columns that change. One participant reported to have a picture of this card on
their phone:
žMy bank has this card you need for the login. I don’t use a wallet any longer because everything its in
the phone case, so I took a picture of the card." (P5, iex, security card)

5 DISCUSSION
In this section, the results of the semi-structured interviews and the resulting requirements are discussed. The
discussion furthermore serves as a basis for the inal recommendations in the following section.

5.1

Mobile 2FA Solutions

A prominent theme throughout the results is that the usage of 2FA should not restrict user mobility. This inding
is related to the availability of the second authentication factor. Participants in prior user studies showed that
availability of the second authentication factor might be an issue [45, 60]. Thirty-ive percent reported not to
have immediate access to the second factor when needed because the second factor interfered with habits [45].
Our investigation conirms the importance of availability and extends this aspect by the users’ wishes not to be
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restricted to a speciic location or environment when authentication is required. Such a restriction, however,
creates user frustration since users cannot fulill their goals without being authenticated as our results show.
Consequently, mobile 2FA solutions would be required. There are several possibilities to enable such mobile
solutions as well as important aspects that have to be considered when ofering mobility.
5.1.1 Mobile Devices as Second Factor. Personal mobile devices might be a viable solution for second-factor
devices that can read NFC data or QR-codes. The adoption of mobile device apps in the scope of online banking
reinforces this aspect. However, mobile device apps as a second authentication factor also mean that the mobile
device should not be used for banking (or the respective main task). This weakens security and could even reduce
authentication factors completely. Participants reported to either have tried using banking and 2FA apps on
one device or actively use them. This indicates that, in general, the usage of both apps on one device should be
technically prevented to deliver adequate security.
5.1.2 Internet and Network Independence. Many providers of 2FA assume that devices are ubiquitously connected
to the Internet or the phone network [48]. Participants in our study reported having been locked out from their
accounts due to Internet or network issues. Although we mainly investigated settings in which authentication is
required for Internet-based services, the assumption of Internet connectivity could also impact oline services.
This could be technical devices that require authentication but are either not connected to the Internet, or the
users do not want them to be connected, e.g., a smart TV. Having such devices rely on the Internet or (cellphone)
network might place unnecessary restrictions on users and impact access to the devices. Consequently, dependence
on network or Internet should be needed in scenarios in which using the Internet or network is required for
interaction in the irst place.
There already are solutions that ofer OTPs without requiring a network or Internet connection except for
during the setup, such as time-based OTPs (TOTP) that are generated on the device. Using such an approach
introduces the tradeof that recovery from loss becomes more important. Consequently, it should be possible to
recover access to the account if a device or token is lost, this inding has also been reported by related work [5, 16].
5.1.3 Fully Mobile Solutions. Current approaches for realizing 2FA are mainly designed for usage in combination
with a personal computer. However, the ongoing digitization impacts the behavior of Internet users, which is also
relected by our sample. Mobile solutions should work without the need for a personal computer. Consequently,
the second authentication factor must not be the mobile device since this device is already used for the respective
main task.
Several participants reported that their 2FA devices rely on unusual batteries or on the cellphone network,
which has impacted their accounts’ access. Thus, energy sources and network requirements6 greatly impact
the efectiveness of 2FA. Many devices that do not rely on networks currently have no option to be recharged
easily, and the vendors of the devices are scarce. Although prior work has already concluded that such devices
need standardization, the current state-of-the-art devices are not standardized in a way that fulills user needs.
Furthermore, the size of several devices limits their portability. Hence, the second authentication factor should
not rely on an extra device that requires an active energy source. Instead, it should be readable by a mobile device.
Another crucial aspect for mobility is related to scalability. The current 2FA situation is widely fractured among
diferent solutions. Diferent service providers ofer diferent solutions despite attempts to establish standards for
2FA, such as the OAuth 2 standard [28] or the Yubikey [63]. As a consequence, users might in the worst case
require one 2FA device (or app) for each service similar to the way they require passwords. As demonstrated in
our study and related work [5], users do not wish to carry extra devices. The current deployment situation does
not scale well for diferent accounts if something diferent from a smartphone app or text messages are used.
6 Note

that there are several possible locations in which Internet access is possible while access to the cellphone network is not.
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This situation demands solutions that are scalable and allow usage with a variety of diferent accounts without
creating a single point of failure like single-sign-on solutions do [58].
5.1.4 Security Considerations for Fully Mobile Solutions. The mobility of devices introduces several challenges
from a security perspective. Since this investigation’s focus is on the user side, the security considerations given
here only represent a fraction of security-related aspects. Even if the second authentication factor would be a
smart card or something similar that is not part of the mobile device but can be read by it, attacks similar to
those on OTP lists or replay attacks on the sensor could be performed. Thus, if the second authentication factor
is somehow captured by a mobile device, a challenge that the users perform or nonces should be included to
mitigate the aforementioned attacks. Another security-related aspect of fully mobile 2FA is a higher likelihood
of shoulder suring attacks. Several participants in our study also relected this aspect. Therefore, fully mobile
solutions should encompass means to mitigate these attacks or inform users about them.

5.2

Everyday Objects for Authentication

Another common theme of our study was the wish that everyday objects can be used for authentication since
carrying more devices is inconvenient and might collide with user habits. Previous studies of speciic solutions,
such as printed OTP lists, tokens, and even mobile devices, showed that user habits interfere with availability [45].
Several studies have demonstrated that 2FA should not require users to carry anything [5] not even a token [35, 60].
Yet, solutions to reduce the burden from users primarily focus on using mobile devices which introduce new attack
surfaces as discussed above. Since passwords will unlikely be eliminated as the irst authentication factor [65],
inherence would be a solution to allow users not to carry anything. However, inherence has several drawbacks,
such as fallback authentication, defeating the beneits of 2FA [56]. Consequently, the second authentication factor
likely has to rely on ownership. Another important aspect in this context is that one speciic 2FA mechanism or
device is likely not to be a one-size-its-all solution for a large share of users. As also shown by Colnago et al. [9],
users want to tailor authentication to the speciic protected asset. Having an everyday object as the second factor
was perceived as a possible solution to these issues by users even though that would potentially introduce a
new item. Speciic objects could be chosen and customized by the users shifting the purpose from a standalone
authentication device to something that better integrates into users’ daily lives, such as accessories. Using an
everyday item might even enhance security by breaking the obvious connection to authentication and ofering
more discreetness. Such objects do not necessarily have to be mobile. For instance, users could have an everyday
authentication object that they can hide between regular objects on their desks or similar.
There are several possibilities to realize everyday objects for authentication. RFID or NFC chips could be
integrated into everyday items and turn them into authentication devices that do not need energy sources.
Another possibility is using 3D-printed items, which can be turned into passive sensors that can recognize a
range of diferent interactions [39, 49]. Such items would only function in combination with a touchscreen device.
Considering that all smartphones and tablets contain touchscreens, such devices might be a promising solution.
Furthermore, the usage of 3D-printed shapes might allow for customization by users. This could be a personal
key ring, pendant, or eyeglasses frame. The concept 3D-Auth realizes these aspects by custom 3D-printed items
for authentication [39]. The usage of speciic items, however, also requires means to cope with situations where
the items are lost.

5.3

Authentication Interactions

The third common theme in our study is that users wish to have better alternatives to passwords and PINs due to
memorability issues. Biometric authentication mechanisms, such as face-ID or ingerprints, have already been
deployed by several 2FA app providers. As stated above, those are based on probabilistic schemes that require
fallback authentication mechanisms that are often passwords or PINs. Some participants expressed the wish
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to authenticate in a discreet way, such as performing some interactions in a pocket. This conirms previous
investigations that proposed 2FA should be resilient to physical observation [5]. Yet, current solutions resistant
to observation are based on hiding or obfuscation content on a screen [21].
Based on that, we argue that speciic authentication interactions might be a viable solution. E.g., gestures are
already commonly used for unlocking mobile devices and are memorable [51] because they leverage muscle
memory. Other authentication mechanisms that already leverage gestures are, for instance, based on gazes [33].
However, gestures are limited to lat surfaces and can be susceptible to smudge attacks [4]. Because of that, we
propose interactions for authentication. An interaction could be given by turning parts of an object similar to
coniguring a combination lock or pressing parts of the object. For instance, 3D-printed items can already register
diferent types of simple interactions with them, such as rotating, tilting, or squeezing [49]. Such interactions
could be used as authentication sequences. Several realizations for authentication by interactions have been
proposed in related work. For instance, TangibleRubik uses the manipulation of a Rubik’s Cube as authentication
interaction [41] and bend passwords use a lexible PVC sheet with integrated bend sensors [38]. Such interactions
might be possible realizations for authentication interactions. The concept 3D-Auth proposes an interaction
space of ive diferent categories for authentication interactions that were perceived as easy-to-use by study
participants [39].

5.4

Security Perceptions

In line with previous investigations [12, 18, 45, 60], our results furthermore reveal that participants consider
security to be essential for 2FA mechanisms. However, the results also show that users might perceive the security
of a speciic 2FA mechanism to be diferent from the actual level of security provided. For instance, participants
considered ingerprints to be highly secure, although current ingerprint sensors are susceptible to mimicking
attacks since they are based on partial ingerprints only [47]. The importance of security perceptions has also
been demonstrated and highlighted by related work, e.g., [12, 18, 24] showing that security perceptions of users
are crucial in the scope of 2FA. Consequently, besides the actual level of security that is objectively provided by
the 2FA mechanism, the perceived level of security by users should be considered when choosing or implementing
2FA mechanisms.

6 FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS AND STATE-OF-THE-ART-SOLUTIONS
Based on the results of the interview study, we irst distill ive recommendations for the interaction design of
2FA and four recommendations related to security. Both sets aim to enhance user experience, usability, and
customization of 2FA. With these recommendations, we aim to pave a way to lower user friction when interacting
with 2FA mechanisms ultimately improving the user experience of 2FA. We aim to start a transition from current
solutions that are mainly used because they are mandatory or lack alternatives to user-friendly solutions that are
adopted because users feel empowered by them ultimately delivering real security beneits from 2FA to the digital
world. Next, we discuss to which extent state-of-the-art solutions fulill these recommendations demonstrating
the need for further investigations. Table 3 provides an overview of similar recommendations from related work
that we also mentioned in the previous section.

6.1

Recommendations for Interaction Design

(1) Enable fully mobile solutions. Based on our study, we conclude that the mobile 2FA approaches enabling
location-independence are crucial for users. If these solutions are based on mobile devices, the second
authentication factor should be external from them.
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(2) Provide independence from energy sources. The second authentication factor should be completely
independent of energy sources. If such independence is not possible, the device should be rechargeable
with commonly used cables and plugs.
(3) Provide network independence. The second factor should be independent of the cellphone network
and, if possible, from the Internet.
(4) Enable integration into everyday objects. For an ideal approach, 2FA devices or items should be
integrated into everyday objects that the users can choose, such as pendants or bracelets. If such an
integration is not possible, the object should it other everyday objects, such as key rings or smart cards
placed in a wallet.
(5) Ofer personalization options. 2FA objects should be customizable. Users should be able to choose visual
properties. These properties could, for instance, be colors, shapes, or even custom objects like custom
jewelry.
(6) Ofer scalable solutions. Since the ownership factor is likely to persist as the second authentication
factor, 2FA solutions should be scalable to a variety of diferent accounts by diferent providers.

6.2

Recommendations for Security

(1) Enable recovering from loss. If the authentication mechanism is based on the possession of a speciic
item or TOTP, the user might lose. Hence, there should be options for the users to cope with losing
information or items that are needed for successful authentication.
(2) Consider the security perception of users. The main purpose of 2FA is securing assets. Besides the
objective security that could be analyzed by experts, it is crucial to consider the security perceptions of
users.
(3) Design for covert interaction. 2FA objects should ofer usage in a covert way, such as interactions in
the pocket. If covert interactions are used, observers cannot determine whether a user currently performs
an authentication-related action.
(4) Design for discreetness. 2FA objects should not obviously be connected to authentication. If a user does
not interact with an object, an observer should not be able to determine its purpose.
Table 3. Overview of our recommendations and their connection to related work.
Recommendation
Fully mobile solution
Energy source independence
Network independence
Everyday objects
Personalization
Scalability
Loss recovery
Security perceptions
Covert interaction
Discreetness

6.3

Similar Recommendations from Related Work
2nd factor availability [45, 60]
2nd factor availability [60]
nothing-to-carry [5], no additional token [35, 60]
one size does not it all [9]
resilient-to-loss [16]
[12, 18, 45, 60, 61]
resilient-to-physical-observation [5]
resilient-to-physical-observation [5]

Discussion of State-of-the-Art Solutions

The previous section provides six recommendations for the interaction design of 2FA. This section discusses
to what extent state-of-the-art solutions fulill these recommendations demonstrating the need for further
investigations. In this discussion, we did not include security perceptions because those are highly dependent on
the context and speciic realization of the 2FA solution. Overall, some recommendations involve some kind of
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trade-of with other recommendations. Consequently, it is challenging to realize all recommendations to a similar
degree when implementing a 2FA mechanism. We consider such trade-ofs when discussing the state-of-the-art
solutions.
Considering the irst recommendation of fully mobile solutions, the second authentication factor should
consider using alternative devices for 2FA rather than the device used for the main task Several mobile apps ofer
mobility. Depending on the algorithm for obtaining the OTP, apps might require access to the network to retrieve
the OTP. This is also true for text messages, emails, and phone calls that are accessed from mobile phones to
obtain OTPs. Timed-based OTP (TOTP) solutions generate the OTP locally on the device and do not require any
network. However, those solutions do not always ofer coping with loss7 .
In the scope of online banking, for instance, several banks provide fully mobile solutions by ofering two apps
ś one for banking and one for 2FA. This substantially weakens security and consequently is not a viable solution
if both apps are installed on the same device. ChipTAN devices are mobile and can be used in combination with
a mobile device. Current realizations of chipTAN devices require unusual batteries that cannot be charged.
Furthermore, these devices fulill no recommendation besides mobility. The recovery of loss here depends on
the speciic device. If the device is a card reader, another device can be used as long as the user has access to the
debit or smart card. Scalability is quite diicult with chipTAN because a smart card is required for the account.
Consequently, users would need one smart card per account.
OTP lists or security cards could be used in this context and would even fulill the recommendations considering
network and energy source independence. These solutions, however, sufer from security issues since they
might easily be copied or stolen and cannot easily be recovered if lost. If obtained by an adversary, OTP lists
and security cards can directly be used to impersonate users. Furthermore, users might take pictures of the lists
or cards and store them on their phones, which was reported by our participants. Finally, OTP lists and security
cards do not scale well since one list or card respectively would be needed per account.
The second authentication factor could also be another technical device, such as a second smartphone or
a smartwatch [37]. Depending on the speciic realizations, neither smartphones nor smartwatches provide
network and energy source independence. A state-of-the-art example for a single-purpose authentication
device are Yubikeys [63], which do not require an energy source and are compatible with mobile devices [36].
They can be used as a key ring and thus is integrable into everyday objects. The device is small enough to
it in a pocket, therefore it likely ofers covert interaction. On the lip side, the Yubikey NEO is not discreet
since it is a single-purpose authentication device, it currently does not ofer personalization options besides
custom colors and cannot be recovered if lost. Considering scalability, Yubikeys are widely supported but
add a single item that is used for diferent accounts.
Besides technical devices, several biometric features of the user, such as ingerprints, or face measurements,
could be used as a second factor. Biometrics are mobile, do neither require network nor energy. Biometric
features cannot be lost. Although the user’s appearance might change over time, algorithms can adapt to that.
However, once comprised, biometrics are challenging to replace. Considering scalability aspects, biometrics can
be used for multiple accounts, but that would be similar to using one password among diferent accounts from a
security perspective.
The concept 3D-Auth [39] ofers authentication based on passive 3D-printed objects. They do not require
energy or network sources because they are based on the principle of capacitive sensing. A secret capacitive
structure embedded in the object represents the authentication factor ownership. Based on physical interactions
with the object, capacitive dots in the object bottom form an authentication pattern that can be sensed by a
touchscreen. 3D-Auth is hence limited to touchscreen devices. Users can choose the scope of the object but are
limited to shapes that ofer enough space for the conductive dots. 3D-Auth items can be recovered in case
7 Several

solutions provide a backup code during setup in case the device is lost.
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Table 4. Overview of the recommendations and their connection to state-of-the-art techniques for providing 2FA. The
symbols meanings are as follows:

�

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

fulfills the recommendation
fulfills the recommendation in specific contexts/configurations
fulfills the recommendation, but is not resilient-to-thet
fulfills the recommendation, but is dificult to replace if stolen
fulfills the recommendation, if smartphone/tablet/PC considered as everyday object
fulfills the recommendation by one static item
can be part of a key ring or wallet
if used for authentication/authorization only and not for main task
requires bateries
requires Internet
requires cell-phone network

For the security perceptions, we list related work that investigated the mechanism if available.

HardwareToken

TOTP token (e.g., Duo) [26, 50]
Yubikey [63]
Pico [52]
3D-Auth [39]
RFID chip

Biometric

ingerprint
face-ID
voice
iris [17]

Environment

sound-based [32]

Smartphonebased

app: push-based
app: OTP-based
app: TOTP-based
app: scan-based

Security Perception

-

-

-

-

-

[45]
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

[60]
[12, 45, 60]
[43]
-

-

-

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

[64]
[64]
[64]
[64]

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Loss recovery

Network independence

Energy source independence

-

-

-

-

�/
�/

Discreetness

pre generated OTPs (e.g., list)
security card

Covert interaction

Paper-based
OTP

�/
�/

Personalization

text message
email-based
phone calls
chipTAN

Everyday objects

OTP-based

Scalability

Technique

Fully mobile solution

Recommendations

[18, 45]
[61, 64]

-

-

-

[18, 45]
[18, 45]
[45]
[64]

of loss if the user has access to the 3D-printing ile. Considering scalability, 3D-Auth items might be used for
diferent accounts, which in turn would result in a single item being used for multiple accounts. However, users
might create diferent interaction-based "passwords" for each accounts using the same item.
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An overview of the state-of-the-art solutions discussed above and the degree to which they fulill our recommendations is given by Table 4. Overall, each of the discussed solutions only partially fulills the requirements
described above. Solutions that are widely used, such as chipTAN generators or tokens, have been demonstrated
to be usable for individual accounts [16, 18, 36]. Such devices are already used by a variety of providers, e.g., banks.
However, what currently deployed devices miss is a better integration into users’ daily lives by accommodating
user needs considering mobility, customization, and interaction. Fulilling the requirements proposed by us would
result in 2FA solutions that improve the integration in the users’ daily lives.

6.4

Directions for Future Work

In this section, we discuss opportunities for future work.
6.4.1 Deploying Specific Solutions. Considering the personal needs of individual users, there likely is no one-sizeits-all solution for 2FA that perfectly aligns with the needs of each individual. Related work, as well as our work,
also shows these aspects based on the variety of aspects that were considered by participants. Consequently, future
work should consider the deployment of speciic solutions that consider our recommendations. When investigating
speciic solutions scalability aspects are important to consider since the number of daily authentication procedures
is likely to increase in the future, mechanisms should 1) be scalable to it the number of daily authentications
while 2) not weakening security, e.g., by creating single points of failure..
6.4.2 Adoption of 2FA. Our study results reveal that it can be challenging to motivate users using 2FA in domains
where 2FA is not mandatory. Educational videos explaining the beneits of 2FA [3] or information messages [24]
might contribute to adoption. Further related work investigated the impact of social aspects on the adoption of
authentication mechanisms. Das et al. investigated authentication-based security of Facebook users revealing
that it is more likely that users adopt more secure features if their friends use them [15]. Simple displaying that
friends use the more secure feature was shown to be most efective in this context [14]. Hence, social aspects
could impact the adoption of 2FA which should be investigated by future work.
6.4.3 Recovery of Loss. Many mechanisms also ofer options for recovery from loss such as backup passwords or
reconstruction iles. However, users might even lose these backup options or do not have access to them. Hence,
future work should investigate reconstruction mechanisms and means to store them securely such that 1) users
have access to them when needed and 2) not weaken the security of authentication.

7 CONCLUSION
Two-factor authentication is a security mechanism used in practice to enhance the security of important accounts, e.g., in online banking. In this paper, we investigated user perceptions and expectations of diferent 2FA
mechanisms revealing key user requirements that are not well met in state-of-the-art solutions. Our sample
consisted of experienced and inexperienced 2FA users who reported their experiences, preferences, and problems
using 2FA. We further investigated the second authentication factor more closely regarding possibilities for its
physical realization, and properties showing that current state-of-the-art solutions integrate poorly in the users’
daily lives. Based on our investigation, we provide ten inal recommendations for two-factor authentication
based on interaction design and security considerations from the users’ perspective. Besides mere usability, our
recommendations consider hedonic aspects of user experience that have the potential to motivate users to use
two-factor authentication and foster its adoption even in domains in which 2FA is not mandatory. Consequently,
we aim to motivate a transition from current solutions that come with a lot of user frustration to novel 2FA
solutions that ofer enhanced user experience and integrate better into the users’ daily lives ultimately improving
security in the digital world.
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Current state-of-the-art solutions only partially realize the recommendations. Our work can serve as a basis
for several streams of future works. Speciic realization possibilities that implement our requirements and
recommendations form an integral part of future work. Within this scope, the security properties of the realization
possibilities should be designed and investigated. Furthermore, human factors, including usability, user experience,
and trust should be evaluated thoroughly since those might impact security properties like the installation of
2FA and banking apps on the same device. While our recommendation speciically targets user experience and
aims to boost the adoption of 2FA - especially in contexts where 2FA is not mandatory - future work should
investigate the impact of our recommendations on user experience and adoption.
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APPENDIX

In this section, we provide the interview guide for our study and the codebook used during analysis.

A.1

Interview Guide

(1) Welcome and Consent
• Welcome to our interview study. The interview is part of a research project about authentication. We
will talk about your experiences with diferent authentication mechanisms. Your participation in the
study is voluntary and the study can be aborted at any time, I do not need to know any reason for this.
The data collected until then will be destroyed. There will be no negative consequences for you. The
interview is audio-recorded. Before the analysis, the audio ile will be transcribed. If case you mention
any information that could be used to establish a link to your identity, we remove this information during
transcription and replace it by neutral placeholders.
• I would ask you to read this information sheet about the interview. If there are any questions, please let
me know.
• Action: Provide link to information sheet, participant provides signed PDF.
• Thanks for the consent form. We will now proceed with the interview. I will always explicitly tell you
when I start or stop the audio recording.
• Action: Start recording
• I start the recording. Do you agree with the recording? If so, please tell me.
(2) Familiarization
• There are several ways to log into online banking accounts and approve transactions. In the irst part of
the study, I would like to go through three possibilities with you. For this, I will briely share my screen
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with you so that I can show you a presentation. We will talk about these three possibilities but also about
other authentication mechanisms that you have used.
• Action: Presentation of three approaches detailed in Section 2 in counterbalanced random order. The
participants saw a presentation that was presented by screen-sharing.
• Do you have any questions about the approaches that you have just seen?
Experiences I
• We now start the interview, we are interested in your personal opinion such that we can make authentication better. Hence, there are no wrong answers.
• I have just shown three authentication mechanisms for online banking, now I would like to know a bit
more about your opinion on them.
• Have you ever used any of these authentication mechanisms for your online banking or others? Which
one(s) have you used? (If another mechanism is mentioned the participant is asked to describe it).
• Action: For each mechanism, ask:
ś What is your opinion about this mechanism?
ś Was there anything you liked about using it? Was there anything you didn’t like about using it?
ś Has anything gone wrong in the past when using the mechanism?
ś (If the participant has used it in the past) Why don’t you use the mechanism anymore? Are there any
speciic reasons for that?
Preferences
• Suppose you could choose any of the three presented mechanisms for online banking, which one would
you like to use? Can you explain why you would choose this mechanism? What are the reasons for not
using the other mechanisms?
• The three presented mechanisms are not the only options for authentication. If you had a free choice,
which would you prefer to use? Please explain why?
Experiences II
• In some countries, users of online banking must use two factors for authentication, it is required by law.
Often, this is a password or PIN in combination with a freshly generated transaction number - this is
called two-factor authentication. The reason for this is that the second factor increases security. There
are diferent options for the second factor, it can be the apps that we looked at earlier, but there are also
other devices that look similar to a calculator. (Participant can also ask questions about 2FA, the examiner
made sure that participants understood what 2FA is).
• Have you used this type of authentication before?
• What have you used it for? (Online Banking, something else)
• What are your experiences with it?
• Was there anything you liked about using it? Was there anything you didn’t like about using it?
• Has anything gone wrong while using 2FA in the past?
• (If someone does not use 2FA at all) Why not?
Second Factor
• As mentioned earlier, using 2FA requires two authentication factors. If you had a free choice of how the
second factor is designed, what would you like to use?
• What characteristics do you think the second factor should have? (ask for reasons in each case)
• Is there anything design-related that a second factor should have?
Closing
• Do you have any other comments or suggestions for us?
• I stop the recording
• Action: Stop recording
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• I have sent you a link to a questionnaire in the chat. Please, ill out the questionnaire and let me know
once you are done.
• Thanks for your participation.
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CODEBOOK

In this section, we provide the codebook used during the interview analysis.
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Category

Experiences

Preferences

Problems

2nd Factor

Code

Description

banking_push

Usage of push approach for banking

banking_scan

Usage of push approach for banking

banking_textmessage

Usage of text messages for banking

banking_securitycard

Usage of security card for banking

banking_email

Usage of e-mails for banking

banking_other

Usage of an approach for banking

other_inancial

2FA used for other inancial transactions (e.g., PayPal)

other_gaming

2FA used for gaming

other_onlineservices

2FA used for online services

other_devices

2FA used for devices

ease_of_use

The mechanism is easy to use

complexity

The mechanism is complex

availability

The mechanism is available for the participant (e.g., free, based
on already owned devices)

security

The mechanism seems secure

no_password

Preference of alternatives to passwords

personal_dislike

Participant does not like 2FA in general

network_unavailable

The network was not available

energy_issue

The 2FA device ran out of energy

technical_issue

Component required for 2FA did not work (e.g., phone camera)

security_issue

User mentions security issue (e.g., giving OTP list to other person)

lost_item

An item required for 2FA was lost (e.g., OTP generator)

resource_issues

Resources required for 2FA are too high (e.g., time)

usability

The second factor should be easy-to-use

mobility

Usage of second factor should be location-independent

connectivity

no network connection required for second factor

energy_sources

second factor should not rely on energy sources or be chargeable
with standard chargers

security

second factor should ofer secure interaction

interaction

An interaction mentioned by the participant

interaction_secret

interaction should not be observable by other

no_new_device

Devices for 2FA should already by in possession of the user

everyday_device

Devices for 2FA should not be obvious, 2FA should be integrated
in everyday items

customization

Devices for 2FA should be customizable (e.g., forms, colors, location)

Table 5. Codebook used to analyze the interviews.
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